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iPhone.Cholesteatoma is the most common cause of

sensorineural hearing loss in children. Five years after the
onset of a chronic infection in the middle ear, a tissue

called granulation tissue develops and gains the potential
to differentiate into bone, as well as other connective

tissues and skin. The primary source for the differentiation
of skin into the fibrous forms of connective tissue is the

extracellular matrix. The pathologic control of the
connective tissue forms is usually associated with an

abnormality of the extracellular matrix. Thus, an
understanding of the structure and biosynthesis of the
extracellular matrix is essential for defining normal and

abnormal epithelial-mesenchymal interactions in
development. The aims of this proposal are to determine

the levels of collagen types in granulation tissues in
different stages of cholesteatoma differentiation, and to

explore and identify growth factors in cholesteatoma. For
these purposes, the extracellular matrices are extracted
from cholesteatomas at different stages of differentiation
using tissue detergents. Collagen types I-V are separated

using fibril electrophoresis. The growth factors are
quantitated with column adsorption using specific

antibodies and polyclonal antibodies. These studies will
provide detailed information on the changes of collagen

types and growth factors during different stages of
cholesteatoma differentiation. These experiments will
provide insight into the role of growth factors in the

formation of cholesteatoma.Q: How to get nav menu to
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